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Warsun WD09D headlamp flashlight, 200lm, 1x18650 USB-C
Warsun WD09D is a multi-tasking headlamp that provides precise illumination where you need it. With three light sources, it provides up
to 500 lm of brightness and 5 modes to suit different situations - including emergencies. The ZOOM system will allow you to adjust the
light beam to the current conditions, making the flashlight great for map work, for example. Thanks to its durable and lightweight design,
using it in the field is comfortable and safe.
 
Reliable illumination
The flashlight  offers  3  light  sources  and uses  advanced LEDs -  1  x  T6,  6  x  COB and 4  x  SMD,  so  it  shines  not  only  strongly,  but  also
efficiently. With five light modes: Strong, Weak, SOS, White Light and Red SOS Light, you can easily adjust the intensity and type of light
to suit your current needs. That's versatility for your needs!
 
Weatherproof
The flashlight's construction is made of aluminum alloy and ABS, which makes it highly durable and resistant to drops from a height of 2
meters. With IPX5 waterproof certification, the flashlight will perform well in harsh weather conditions, offering a reliable source of light
when you need it most.
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Long-lasting operation and fast charging
Powered by a single 18650 battery with a capacity of 220 mAh, the flashlight guarantees an operating time of 6 to 16 hours, allowing for
prolonged use without the need for frequent refills. In addition, thanks to the USB-C port, charging is convenient and takes about 3 hours.
 
Innovative features
Warsun  WD09D  offers  several  features  with  which  you  are  ready  for  any  situation.  A  red  warning  light  ensures  safety  in  case  of  an
emergency and will help you call for help. The ZOOM system allows you to fine-tune the width of the light beam. It will come in handy in
the field when you need a long-range light or, on the contrary, when you are reading a map after dark and need to precisely illuminate a
specific  point.  The  motion  sensor  allows  you  to  easily  operate  the  flashlight  hands-free,  which  is  especially  useful  during  activities  in
difficult conditions. 
 
Lightweight and compact
Despite its advanced features and rugged design, the Warsun WD09D flashlight impresses with its light weight. It weighs just 77 g and is
small (78 x 39 x 49 mm), making it convenient to carry. You will successfully take it wherever you need a bright and reliable light source.
 
Included
Flashlight
USB-C cable
	Manufacturer
	Warsun
	Model
	WD09D
	Material
	Aluminum alloy + ABS
	Light source
	1 x T6 + 6 x COB + 4 x SMD
	Brightness
	500 lm + 200 lm
	Modes
	Strong/Faint/SOS/White light/Red SOS light
	Rechargeable battery
	1 x 18650 (1 x 220 mAh)
	Operating time
	6-16 h
	Charging time
	3 h
	Drop resistance
	2 m
	Waterproof
	IPX5
	Dimensions
	78 x 39 x 49 mm
	Weight
	77 g
	Additional features
	3 light sources, motion sensor, red warning light, USB-C port, ZOOM system
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Preço:

Antes: € 13.9974

Agora: € 12.50

Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Headlamp
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